
 

If you are a horror movie fan and it's been a long time since you were able to watch the latest Hindi dubbed version of this classic horror film from 2010 then I have great news for you because now, online, you can download the A Nightmare On Elm Street 2010 Hindi Dubbed Movie. This version is one of the best Hindi dubs that has been made with some amazing performances by Freddy Krueger
himself as portrayed by Sohail Khan and Nancy Thompson as portrayed by Bhavi Sinh Oberoi. In the last few years, A Nightmare On Elm Street has been a huge horror hit in India and this film has been one of the best examples. The film is a remake of the original 1984 horror film from Wes Craven. This Hindi dubbed version of A Nightmare On Elm Street 2010 was released in 2010 and it starred
Sohail Khan and Bhavi Oberoi in lead roles. This dubbed version is a remake of Wes Craven's 1984 horror movie from Dreamworks which stars Heather Langenkamp as Nancy Thompson, Johnny Depp as Freddie Krueger, Donald Pleasance as Dr. Sam Loomis and Kathryn Harrold as Tina Gray. In the 1984 version, Heather Langenkamp played the role of Nancy Thompson who displays some
amazing acting skills portraying a normal high school student from Springwood, Ohio. In her subconscious mind she is aware that she is having nightmares and in these nightmares she is being murdered by a man with a burned and disfigured face who wears a glove with knives attached to it. This dream makes her believe that there is no escape from this nightmare and whoever she tells about this
nightmare dies the next day after the conversation. She confides in her doctor Dr. Alan Chaffee played by Donald Pleasance who tries to help her by putting a bracelet on the arm that is wearing her dreamgy. The rest is history and in 1990, A Nightmare On Elm Street 3: Dream Warriors released which was a bigger success in the theatre. In 2010, A Nightmare on Elm Street 2010 was released in Hindi
dubbed version when it was a hit in Indian cinemas. It had some great action scenes, great music and beautiful performances from Sohail Khan who played Freddy Krueger and Bhavi Oberoi (Nancy Thompson) who plays Nancy Thompson. The film is a remake of 1984 original from Dreamworks and in 2010, it starred Sohail Khan as Freddy Krueger and Bhavi Oberoi as Nancy Thompson. As
described by the director and producer of the film, "the music will be a mix of rock and electronic that would suit the theme of the movie. The music has been composed by Anand Raj Anand, Sharib Sabri and Nadeem–Shravan while lyrics have been penned by Sameer". The songs were released on 18 May 2010 at a private ceremony held in Yash Raj Studios. One song, "Mareya Teri Jhanjran", was
written by Gulzar.
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